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Embedding based Link Prediction for Knowledge Graph
Completion
Russa Biswas1
Abstract. This thesis proposes a novel Knowledge Graph (KG) em-
bedding model for Link Prediction (LP) for Knowledge Graph Com-
pletion (KGC). The missing links in a KG are predicted based on the
existing contextual information as well as textual entity descriptions.
The model outperforms the state-of-the-art (SOTA) model DKRL for
FB15k and FB15k-237 datasets.
1 INTRODUCTION
KGs are large networks of real world entities and relationships be-
tween them. The facts are represented as a triple < h, r, t >, where
h and t are the head and tail entities respectively and r represents the
relation between them. Despite the huge amounts of relational data,
KGs are sparse and often incomplete as the links between the entities
are missing. Furthermore, different KGs have information about the
same real world entities but the fact that these entities in different
KGs are same is missing.
LP is a fundamental task of KGC that aims to estimate the likeli-
hood of the existence of links between entities based on the current
observed structure of the KG. LP task can be performed across dif-
ferent KGs to predict the missing links between two same entities
across KGs and is also known as Entity Alignment. This thesis fo-
cuses on the KGC task based on predicting the missing links within
the KG as well as across multiple KGs.
Due to the high complexity of the graph mining algorithms, the la-
tent representation of a KG is learned into a low dimensional space.
To-date many algorithms are proposed to learn the embeddings of
the entities and relations into the same vector space. However, none
of the SOTA models consider the contextual information of the KGs
along with the textual entity descriptions to learn the latent represen-
tation for the task of LP within the KG. This thesis focuses on propos-
ing a model which takes the above described features into account
and performs the task of LP i.e., head, tail prediction as well as triple
classification. On the other hand, due to the structural differences
amongst multiple KGs, their embedding spaces also exhibit different
characteristics. Therefore, for the entity alignment task, these differ-
ent vector spaces generated for different KGs are to be aligned to a
single space to predict the missing links between the same entities
across different KGs.
2 STATE OF THE ART
Link Prediction. So far, different KG embedding techniques have
been proposed which can be categorized as translation based mod-
els, semantic matching models, models incorporating entity types,
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models incorporating relation paths, models using logical rules, mod-
els with temporal information, models using graph structures, and
models incorporating information represented in literals and a de-
tailed description of them are provided in [4], and [7]. Amonsgst
them, he translational model [2] use scoring function based on dis-
tance and the translation is carried out with the help of a relation.
GAKE [6] considers the contextual information by generating paths
starting from an entity. On the other hand, DKRL [11] incorporates
textual entity descriptions in the embedding model and uses TransE
as the base model.
The textual entity descriptions present in the KGs provide infor-
mation about the entity which might not be available otherwise in the
KG. Also, the paths originating from an entity provide the structural
contextual information about the neighboring entities. Therefore, in
this thesis, paths and entity descriptions are modeled together to learn
the embeddings of entities and relations for LP.
Entity Alignment. Entity Alignment is the task of aligning the same
entities across different KGs. To do so, several embedding based
methods have been proposed, in which a unified embedding space is
learned using a set of already aligned entities and triples. A detailed
description of these models for entity alignment is provided in [1].
The challenges of these models are: (i) They are supervised and re-
quire a set of aligned entities or triples as seeds for training. (ii) Some
of the models require all the relations to be aligned between the KGs.
However, in case of heterogeneous KGs which consist of different
sets of relations, it is a challenging task to have a pre-aligned set of
relations. (iii) The methods lack proper mechanisms to handle multi-
valued relations. This thesis proposes an entity alignment model for
heterogeneous KGs with multi-valued relations based on the unsu-
pervised approach, i.e. without pre-aligned seeds for training.
3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND
CONTRIBUTIONS
This section discusses the research questions and the corresponding
contributions to address the challenges.
• RQ1: Given an entity and a relation pair, how to predict the miss-
ing entity in a triple?
– The head or tail entity in a triple < h, r, ? > or <?, r, t > is
predicted by defining a mapping function ψ : E×R×E → R,
where E and R are the set of entities and relations in the KG.
A score is assigned to each triple where the higher the score of
the triple indicates the more likely to be true.
• RQ2: How to identify whether a given triple is valid or not?
– This is a triple classification task, in which a binary classifier is
trained to identify whether a given triple is false (0) or true (1).
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• RQ3: How to predict the type information for an entity in a KG?
– Entity typing or Entity Classification is the process of assigning
a type to an entity. To do so, different structural and literal infor-
mation have been exploited to train a multi-label classification
model for fine-grained entity typing.
• RQ4: How to align the different embedding spaces of the KGs into
a unified vector space to identify the owl:sameAs links?
– To align two different KG embedding spacesX and Y , a trans-
lation function τ coupled with a rotation function θ is intro-
duced. The owl:sameAs links are then to be determined by
vector similarity.
Therefore, the main contributions of this thesis are:
• A novel KG embedding model exploiting the structural as well as
the textual entity descriptions in the KGs for head and tail predic-
tion as well as triple classification.
• A neural network based multi-label hierarchical classification
model for fine-grained entity typing using different features in the
KG such as text and images along with the structural information.
• A novel translational model to align the different KG embedding
spaces to identify the owl:sameAs links across multiple KGs.
4 LINK PREDICTION
To encapsulate the contextual information, random walks of 4 hops
are generated starting from each entity in the KG. Predicate Fre-
quency Inverse Triple Frequency (PF-ITF) [8] is used to iden-
tify the important relations for each entity. A sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) learning based encoder-decoder model [10] is adapted to
learn the representation of the path vectors in the KGs as shown in
Figure 1. Given a path sequence, which is a combination of enti-
ties and the relations between them, such as {e1, r1, e2, r2, ..., en},
the input to the encoder is the corresponding embeddings (computed
using TransE). These embeddings are passed through an attention
based Bi-directional GRU which encapsulates the information for all
input elements and compresses them into a context vector which is
then passed through the decoder. A scaled dot product is employed
as the attention mechanism. The representation of the textual en-
tity descriptions is obtained using SBERT [9], followed by the same
encoder-decoder model. ConvE [5] is used as a base model for scor-
ing. For triple classification, the vectors are passed through a CNN
model. Both triple classification and head/tail prediction are evalu-
ated for FB15k and FB15k-237 datasets and the model outperforms
the SOTA model DKRL as depicted in Table1. For the entity typing
task, a multi-label CNN model is to be built.
5 FUTURE WORK
Entity Alignment. This task is yet to be addressed in this thesis.
However, the basic idea is to adapt MUSE [3] which is an unsu-
pervised multi-lingual word embedding alignment model to the KG
alignment. A translation function coupled with a rotational function
is to be used to align the related entities from different KGs. The
same or related entities in different KGs will have overlapping infor-
mation which could be exploited in an unsupervised manner.
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Figure 1. Encoder-Decoder Architecture
Table 1. Results on LP with FB15k and FB15k-237 datasets.
FB15k
Models MR MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10
DKRL 85.5 0.311 0.192 0.359 0.548
Our model
(w/o Attn.)
87 0.316 0.222 0.365 0.5615
Our model
(w Attn.)
85 0.335 0.243 0.383 0.59
FB15k-237
DKRL 90.5 0.298 0.187 0.337 0.523
Our model
(w/o Attn.)
90.5 0.314 0.217 0.349 0.527
Our model
(w Attn.)
90 0.316 0.229 0.356 0.545
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